SPRINTER TYPE III

ICON

The 2011 EMS World "Innovation Award" winning Crestline Sprinter ICON is a progressive ambulance that offers exceptional fuel efficiency, reduced emissions and a lower cost of operation. The ICON features exclusive advanced ergonomic safety features and the optional ACETECH vehicle performance monitoring and multiplexed control system.

CRESTCOAT

Exclusive Powder-Coat Technology

Lowers operational costs and downtime by eliminating corrosion problems. Backed with a lifetime paint warranty.

Aluminum Roll Cage Construction

Provides Ultimate Strength and Durability

The strength of our roll cage style construction has been proven with extreme static load testing. Crash test results prove our roll cage is safer and stronger.
Crestline’s Sprinter Type III ICON ambulances offer a safe and ergonomic working environment with moveable bucket seats that provide convenient access to both patient and equipment. Includes curb side monitor cabinet with laptop and medical storage drawers.

Featuring all LED interior and exterior lighting with interior options to provide a more peaceful environment during long patient transports. Includes a high capacity HVAC system with insulated duct and adjustable vents that ensures advanced climate control performance, durability and service.

Safety features include slip resistant flooring, padded surfaces, rounded cabinet corners, and high-visibility yellow on exterior steps, entry door thresholds, head pads and grab rails.

Standard safety features include an Electronic Stability Program, The Mercedes 3500 chassis is fuel efficient and equipped with the Electronic Stability System, power heated mirrors and grip strut running boards.

O2 To Go - Oxygen Loading System that reduces the risk of injuries and increases the speed of medical assistance. Storage box for D size portable O2 tanks Amvex O2 Outlets (2) with integrated flow meters.

Streetside exterior compartments for backboard storage, the O2 to Go System and the electrical components compartment.